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SOME IMMERSIONS IN PSEUDO-RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS
OF CONSTANT CURVATURE

BY CHORNG-SHI HOUH

In [2], Obata considered immersions of Riemannian manifolds in spaces of con-
stant curvature and obtained a relationship among the Ricci form of the immersed
manifold and the second and third fundamental forms of the immersion. A geo-
metric interpretation of the third fundamental form was given by using the notion
of the Gauss map and several applications as well. He expected one can generalize
his method to pseudo-riemannian manifolds with arbitrary signature of metric.
The purpose of the present paper is to consider certain immersions in pseudo-
riemannian manifolds of constant curvature for which his method can be
generalized.

1. Preliminaries.

By a differentiable manifold we will always mean a connected, paracompact,
C°°-differentiable manifold. Moreover, all our functions, forms and mappings will be
understood to be C°°.

A pseudo-riemannian metric b on an ^-dimensional differentiable manifold M
is a differentiable field of nondegenerate symmetric bilinear forms bp on the tangent
spaces Mp of M. A pseudo-riemannian manifold is a differentiabe manifold with a
pseudo-riemannian metric. Since M is connected, the signature of b is constant.

A basis {vι, ,vn} of Mp is called orthonormal if bp(Vi,vj) = ±dij. If Up is a
subset of Mp then Up- denotes {veMp\bp(v, Z7P)=0}, a linear subspace of Mp. If
Up is a linear subspace, then dim Up+dim Up-=n. A linear subspace Up of Mp is
said to be nondegenerate, if bp restricts to a nondegenerate form on Up. This means
£7pn£7p-=0, so we have Mp=Up@Up for nondegenerate Up. Mp has a basis
{vι, ,vn} such that Up={vι, ~,vs}, s^n, if Up is nondegenerate. Furthermore
there is an orthonormal basis {ui, •••, un} such that {ui, •••, Uί} = {vι, •••, vt} for
ί=l,2, ,». (cf. Wolf [3], p. 50).

Let RSJ O^s^n, denote the vector space of real ^-tuples x=(x1, ~,xn) with
the bilinear form b defined by

Then b is a pseudo-riemannian metric on JRJ with signature (s,n—s). Let Σ be
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the quadratic in R% defined by

If x€Σ then Σx is a nondegenerate subspace of (Rϊ)x, so R% induces a pseudo-
riemannian metric on Σ. With this metric, Σ is a complete pseudo-riemannian
manifold of constant curvature K=εr~2 and signature (s,n—s—1) if ε=l, (s— 1, n— s)
if ε=— 1. Let Os(n) denote the group of all linear isometries of the vector space
Rs onto itself, then Os(n) is known to be the group of all isometries of Σ (cf. Wolf
[3], p. 66).

Given integers syn such that Q^s^n, we define

Hi = [xeKKί I bKl(x, x) = -r*}.

Let V denote one of the following simply connected complete pseudo-riemannian
manifold of dimension N and of signature (s,N—s):

( i ) Sf , a pseudo-riemannian sphere,
(ii) R$, a pseudo-euclidean space,
(iii) H$, a pseudo-riemannian hyperbolic space.

The bundle F( V) of the orthonomal frames on V can be identified with the group
G(N) which is one of the following according as the type of F:

(i) OW-1),
(ii) ES(N), the euclidean group of R% consisting of all transformations

(iii)
In any case, the isotropy subgroup at a given point is OS(N) and hence F is the
homogeneous space G(N)JOS(N).

2. Nondegerate isometric immersions.

DEFINITION. Let M, Mr be pseudo-riemannian manifolds; b, V be their pseudo-
riemannian metrics respectively and x\ M—*M' be an immersion. Then M is called
a nondegenerate isometήcally immersed submanifold of M', if

(i) b'(dχ(u\dx(v})=b(u,v\
(ii) dx(Mp) and (dx(Mp)) L are both nondegenerate linear subspaces of M .̂

Let M be a pseudo-riemannian ^-dimensional manifold with signature (t, n—t\
t^s, which is an isometrically immersed nondegenerate submanifold of the space
F by a mapping x: M-+V. bx^ restricts to a nondegenerate form on dx(Mp).
We denote dx(Mp) by Mx^. Then VX^-MX^^M^ Let F(M) denote the
bundle of orthonormal frames on M, F(F) denote the bundle of orthonormal frames
on F, and B denote the set of elements (p,βι, •••,£#) such that (p,βι, •• ,en)eF(M),
K+i, —, ̂ v}€M^) and (a?(^), 0ι, " ,^)€F(F), where ^, l^z^^, are identified with
dx(et\ Then φ\ B-*M, ψ(p,eιy ~ ,eN)=p, can be viewed as a principal bundle with
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the fiber Ot(n)xO*-t(N—n). Let x: B-*F(V)=G(N) be the natural immersion
defined by £(p, eίf •••, eN')=(x(p\ el9 •••, eN\

We will agree on the following range of indices:

b(u, v) will simply be denoted by (u, v). Now

(1) x: M— V->R%+1 (S=s or 5+1).

We have

From (2), we have linear forms ωA, ωAB so that

t\ ε

r2

where

Exterior differentiation of (3) gives

( 5 ) d(t)A — Σ £B(*)AB/\G)BI do)AB—Σ £C(*)AC/\G)CB = ar2

By the theorem of structure equations (Wolf [3], p. 50), we have that {εAωAB} are
the connection forms of V relative to {eA} and that {ωA} is the dual coframe of
{eA} in the sense that <ω^, eAy=sA. The expression at the right-hand side of the
second equation of (5) gives the curvature form of the pseudo-riemannian metric
on V.

When submanifold (1) is given, we choose a frame field eA in a neighborhood
of R%+1 at x such that βi are tangent vectors to dx(M) at x and ea span (dx(M}}±
(w. r. t. Vx) at x. Equations (3), when restricted to this frame field, become

ζ
(3) dx=Σ SA^A^βA, deA=Σ εsOAB®eB

with

(6) θa=0.

The pseudo-riemannian metric ds2 on x(M) is given by

(7) I=<fe2=Σ*0<<8>0i

The εiθtj (l^i,j^ri) are connection forms of the induced metric on M and its
curvature forms are
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( 8 ) dθij - Σ e*0« Λ θjcj = Σ εaOίa Λ θβj - -̂ - 0* Λ 0,.

Taking the exterior differentiation of (6) and making use of (5), we get

Σet0iΛ0<«=0.
%

By Cartan's lemma, we have

The form

II = Σ ε«®a ® e, where Θa = Σ

is called the second fundamental form of M in V.
The m^tfft curvature vector of M in V is defined by

N= — Σ εjεahjajea = — Σ ε«A«£α, where
^ j,a n

The curvature form (8), denoted by Ωiίt is written as

Let us put

Then

(9) Ai,ι»=--V*<
' a

The immersion satisfying that 11=0 is called totally geodesic immersion. If the
mean curvature vector vanishes identically, then the immersion is said to be
minimal.

Let a be a fixed vector in R%+1. We consider the height function (ay x) as a
function on x(M). By (3') and (6) we get

D(a3eί)=(a>Deί)
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= (a, Σ
\ a,J

Thus we have

ε
--prβit

ε (r tf
^~(X'a'

(a, et), ι = (D(a, βi], eι)= Σ Zahiai(a, ea) ^ (a?, a).
« r

On the other hand, we have

JO, ff) = Σ (ff. 0), ».ι = Σ fe t, «),-i

Σ
α,l

Thus we have the following theorem: (cf. Chern [1], §5 A))

THEOREM 1. Let x be a nondegenerate isometric immersion of M in V. Then
x is a minimal immersion if and only if there is a fixed vector a in R^+ί so that
the functions (a, x) satisfy the differential equation

d(x,a) + ~-(x,a)=Q.

Let X=Σaε«X«e« be a normal vector of x(M) at x. Then the quadratic
differential form defined by

Hz = <Π, X.y = Σ e*w*h.*Xa0i (x) θk
β.l,*

is called the second fundamental form of the immersion x in the direction X. For
the mean curvature vector N we have

(10) 11N

It is clear that 11^=0 if and only if N=Q.
By (8), the Ricci tensor Kjι^= Σ% stKtju is written as

(11) Kjι= -^(n
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The Ricci form ψ is defined by

(12) φ=ΣiεjεkKjkθj®Ok.
JyK

By (7), (10), (11) and (12), we have

φ = S(M71) Σ «9i®θι+nllN- £ βΛ
r ^ a

If we write IΠ = Σβ.te«eί(Λ«)2, then we have finally

φ= ε(n~V I+nIIy-ΠL

THEOREM 2. Suppose that a pseudo-riemannian manifold M is nondegenerate
isometrically immersed into a simply-connected complete pseudo-riemannian space of
constant curvature ε/r2. Then

holds.

3. The generalized Gauss map.

Let Q be the set of all totally geodesic ^-space with signature (t,n—t) in F.
The group G(N) acts on Q transitively, and Q is identified with a homogeneous
space

Q = G(N)/G(n) x O-'W- »).

We introduce a quadratic differential form dΣ2 on Q:

With the immersion x: M-+V we associate the generalized Gauss map /: M-̂ Q
where f(p\ p$M, is the totally geodesic ^-space tangent to x(M) at x(p). Consider
the following diagram:

Φ

M —f-+ Q(N}IG(n) x Os-\N~n)

where π is the natural projection and F is the natural identification. It is clear
that
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Thus we have

THEOREM 3. The generalized Gauss mas f is a constant map if and only if
the immersion x is totally geodesic.
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